O X Y GE N C L EA N E R

H ig h Powe r Mould Re mova l

Easy, safe removal of
mould and environmental
pollution on all exterior
timber, decks and outdoor
furniture.

natural surfactants creates
a powerful oxygen cleaner
which is safe for the
environment.

Harnessing the power of
concentrated oxygen,
timber easily comes back
like new. All it takes is a
little elbow grease, a
scrubbing brush and a
hose off.

Combine with warm water
as per instructions and
apply with a garden
s p r a y e r.
Wa i t t e n
minutes, easily remove
the black with a scrubbing
brush or deck broom, then
hose clean.

Sodium percarbonate
combined with selected

1kg concentrate will
treat approx 50sqm

T: 0800 11 20 30 E: info@naturalhouse.co.nz W: www.naturalhouse.co.nz

OXYGEN CLEANER Mould Remover

Exterior timber will usually
blacken over time due to the
effects of wind blown tree
spores and general biological
and man induced pollutants.
Utilizing the concentrated
cleaning power of pure oxygen
(realeased when mixed with
warm water); NHC Oxygen
Cleaner removes
contamination of black mould
and UV degraded wood fibre
from decks, cladding, pergolas
and outdoor furniture. It is
harmless to exterior surfaces
such as timber, concrete,
glass, terracotta tiles and
slate.
Safe around pools. Take good
care around delicate plants.
Application:
1. Into a plastic bucket, mix 1
scoop of powder per 1L of
warm water (40deg, just cool
enough to put your hand in).
Make sufficient quantity to use
in a garden sprayer. Stir well
for 2–3 minutes, the product
will foam as the oxygen
activates.
2. Apply the mixture (using
your garden sprayer) in
manageable areas (2m x 2m),
keep wet and avoid
evapouration.
3. Thoroughly wet the area
with the mixture and leave for
10 minutes. If the surface
starts to dry out keep wet by
reapplying the product.
4. Scrub in the direction of the
grain using a stiff deck broom
or scrubbing brush, keep wet
with a trickle of hose water
(wear rubber gloves).
5. Hose off the scrubbed area
to reveal your clean timber.
6. Treat your timber to a coat
of NHC Exterior Oil when dry.
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Ingredients: Sodium
Percarbonate, Sodium
Carbonate, Sodium
Citrate, Sodium
Bicarbonate, Zeolite,
Capryl Glucoside,
Cellulose Gum.
Maintenance: Horizontal
surfaces like decks tend
to attract mould and
pollutants quicker than
vertical cladding. Rough
sawn timber captures
mould spores easier than
d r e s s e d t i m b e r. A n
annual treatment with
NHC Oxygen Cleaner every
Spring is recommended
but you can apply
whenever the need
arrives. Be sure to
protect against checking
and cracking by appying
NHC Exterior Oil every 2–3
years or as required.

CAUTION:
While Oxygen Cleaner is safe
to use, it will be harmful if
swallowed and may cause mild
skin irritation.
FIRST AID:
IF ON SKIN - wash with water
and soap, rinse thoroughly.
IF IN EYES - flush with copious
amounts of fresh water for 15
minutes.
IF SWALLOWED - do not
induce vomitting, rinse mouth
with copious amounts of fresh
water, seek medical advice.
tel: 0800 764 766
FIRE:
Use foam, dry chemical.
Use breathing apparatus.
Rapid oxygen evolution may
increase intensity of fire.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF
CHILDREN

